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About This Game

Gameplay

At the core of Celestialpod is a unique physics based tentacle system that allows you to swing, pull, and grab your way through
rigorous challenges. Every ship poses new tests where you’ll need to master the use of your tentacles in order to stand a chance.

The robots will do anything they can to keep harvesting the Starfish, and will constantly invent new enemies to prevent you from
rescuing them. Overcome the hostile environments inside the ships of the robotic fleet and destroy them from the inside out!
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Features

 Challenging physics based gameplay

 10 unique ships with specialized tools to kill you

 1 Boss created in your image

 Upgrade system which empowers your squid

 Custom 2D-tentacle system

 Highly destructible environment

 Unique 2D art style, with parallaxing depth

The Story

Starting out as a Starfish yourself, one day a robotic fleet appears above your planet. In mere seconds they descend, capturing
every Starfish on the surface. While you’re locked in one of the cages another Starfish somehow manages to escape and frees

you. The two of you make it outside, but the defense system of the ship notices and takes aim. Your savior sees the danger and,
in an act of self-sacrifice, pushes you out of the way just in time. As they perish, the Starfish leaves you their remaining power.
The influx of Starfish energy changes your very DNA, turning you into a Squid-like creature. With their sacrifice fresh in your

mind you charge towards the fleet, determined to save the rest of the Starfish! // Defeat robotic enemies reminiscent of
forgotten species and discover the chilling reality of what could befall your friends.

A Little About How This Started

Dawn of the Celestialpod started development in early September 2017 as part of a Student Capstone project. Over the next
couple of months we built out and expanded upon the original concept. At the end of the semester we presented to the campus

faculty and game studio cohort in an effort to move on to Senior Production. We’re here because we made it through that
challenge, and over the past couple months have expanded upon the game immensely. We've gotten the game to the point where

we are comfortable releasing it to Steam, and can't wait for everyone to play it!
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I thought to myself while playing this game "wow this feels like a flash game thank god i didnt pay money for it"

turns out when i googled "Doodle God", hoping to cheat my way through this repetitive piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥game, what do ya
know, it is a flash game. Second in the series, you get pulled back into the Lost Lands to face four mystical and dark horsemen.
Seems you have been marked as the Chosen One.

The plot is engaging, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Get in the bundle.. Still very early stages but has a ton
of potential! Still glitches, but it's EA. I really like that you can craft with ingredients in the area and not necessarily in your
inventory. Who doesn't craft in real life and just have your tools and materials in the vicinity an arm's reach away? I think they
got this one right. The graphics are decent, not Green Hell graphics, but still good. I do like this game though and recommend it.
A little clunky right now, but continued work by the devs will have this a game a front runner before you know it!. I couldn't
believe what I was doing when I paid $2 for this. Now I use it every game. it's good make more. I want to go ssj4. Terrible
game.. Right at the start I have to say, that if you don't like looking in dozens of files for data (at the start) or hints for data (at
the end), you're gonna hate this game, because it's mostly that. Reading and reading, and then reading again to be sure you
haven't missed anything when you get stuck.

But if you can overcome that, Mu Complex is one of the greatest think-outside-of-the-box games I've ever seen. You can't find
everything in the game itself, you have to use internet, math or maps to succeed and you have to find out when is the time.

I've played this game back when it was free on Kongregate and even though I still feel cheated about it being taken down, I've
payed for it, replayed it and had the same amount of fun and challenge as before.

P.S. If you want to see the ultimate challenge, look what we had to go through when we were waiting for episode 2 here
[mu.database.studiocime.com].. Not my favorite Matthew Brown game, but it does enough to be interesting and worth my time.
If you have issues with basic mental arithmetic or holding those concepts in your head it may drive you nuts compared to his
more straightforward games, but it worked for me as a nice change of pace.. I've been playing the Sequel ( IMHHW ) for few
years now.

and This game was delayed from Winter 2018 , up until today .

and now I'll just wait for the uncen ver to enjoy it a lot lot more .

Still, the best Visual Novel I ever played and worth the money spend as well.
. this game is good fun and easy to get into. it can be played in skirmish mode which is fun all by itself and a great place to learn
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the gameplay. campaign offers a nice steady string of missions that can be played in 3 difficulty levels. the battles may become
repetitive, however, lining up shots and blowing the other ships out of exsistence never gets old.
its worth noting that the complaints that have come up have been fixed already so the game is running just fine so no worries
there.

i would not suggest this game to someone who is expecting micromanagement type of depth. that being said, i would highly
recomend this game to everyone else, especially at the nice price for this title.

what we have in this game is good gameplay, addictive progression of your fleet, easy to manage options, nice style and graphics
in my opinion, and this is a great game for "jumping in for a quick battle" if you dont have much time.

bottom line, go for it and have fun, may your capital ships endure and bring you glory!
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"I have lived my life to the best of my ability. But I have not been able to escape fate, anger, or pain. Bring me the answers and
the road that leads to the truth. Reveal to me once and for all, how all of this will end."
\u2015Ezio Auditore da Firenze, Assassin's Creed: Revelations Teaser Trailer

Well, completing the last part of Ezio trilogy was a task accomplished faster than I imagined it to be. Now that I'm checking my
gameplay time, and comparing with previous instalments, I realize this one indeed had much, much less to do overall. Is it a
disappointment? Far from it. Assassin's Creed: Revelations is a wonderous part of the series, and a somewhat rushed, yet
appropriate ending to Ezio's story. Here, we'll keep seeking the truth in a completely new setting: the meeting point of two
worlds, and my hometown, Istanbul.

Here goes my casual warning for my reviews of the AC series: "will contain spoilers". Since the series are presented like a well-
woven TV series at this point, it is impossible to make a clean-cut review without giving some degree of spoilers. Now that is
out of our way, we can recap. At the end of Assassin's Creed: Brotherhood Desmond and the company managed to locate the
vault that Ezio hid his Apple of Eden, under the Colesseum: Santa Maria Aracoeli, originally, a temple to Juno. Yet, as they
managed to reach the apple, Juno herself - another of the Those Who Came Before - appeared and took control of Desmond's
form, stabbing Lucy and leaving Desmond's fate unknown as he dropped unconscious. Following that, we learn that Lucy indeed
died, Desmond has been in a coma, and he was placed in Animus, in hopes of preserving his conscious. There, Desmond meets
subject 16, Clay Kaczmarek, who was the assassin Abstergo made tests in Animus, prior to Desmond. Clay explains Desmond
that he has to go through the remaining memories of his ancestor, Ezio Auditore, to go back into his own consciousness; while
the rest of the crew journeys to New York to regroup with the rest of their order. So, be ready to live through Ezio's time and
life in \u0130stanbul, to save Desmond from his cyber prison in Animus!

Going back to Ezio's life, it is revealed that in his old age, he set out on a journey to Masyaf to visit Altair's secret library, which
he learned about in one of his late father's letters. A quick investigation dictates that the library is sealed by various keys and
Ezio isn\u2019t the only one who will be seeking for those keys. Yup, you have guessed right: it\u2019s templars again. Ezio's
journey will soon take him to Istanbul in search of those keys though, and there, he will meet the Ottoman Brotherhood,
founded by Niccolo Polo years ago. No need to note that he will indeed get involved in their affairs and conflicts as the Mentor.
So, be ready for another action, mystery and romance packed Ezio run, added a bit of an oriental touch this time.

I must confess that watching the silhouette of my beloved city, encountering figures familiar to me and hearing random
conversations in Turkish, in a AAA game was quite a delight for me. I imagine this must be the exact feeling of an Italian gamer
once they played one of the previous games: excitement, familiarity and a bit of pride for your culture, since someone found it
interesting enough to depict in such detailed manner. I recall hearing some Turkish remarks in the first game, but since this one
mostly takes place in Turkey, every conversation held, has at least one Turkish word or saying. On that part, let me declare the
game to be a wondrous success: yes, it depicts the Ottoman culture of the time quite correctly, with maybe some exaggerations.
The daily life depicted is point on, yet one approached dubious to the concept of Janissaries wearing those heavy armors and
masks. That was plain funny.

Oh, we were talking about the game, right? Not Turkish culture. Okay, this one has collectibles and side quests, just like the
ones before; yet the number of things you can do isn't quite as satisfying. Guild missions, parkours, independent assassination
quests, side scenarios are nearly non-existent. There are 1-2 DLC missions, and some training missions, giving some background
and relationship depth to your young recruits once they become den masters. Quests from a Venetian bookshop owner named
Sophia Sartor - Ezio's romance interest in his old age - holds the primary progression concerning your look for Masyaf keys. As
a mini-spoiler, our search for the keys, will bring us back with an old friend. Be ready to meet Altair in his old age!

The rest of the main story though - the debate for the crown between Selim and Ahmet, and of course Selim's son, Suleiman,
who will become Suleiman the Magnificent in the following era - isn't terribly well processed. Sure, there are remains of the
Byzantine Empire (Templars, in this setting) and their powerplay against the Ottoman throne, but Ezio is more of a side
character to all those happenings rather than the main hero of the scene. So, you mainly stick to your business of looking for the
keys, rather that liberating a country in which you are simply a guest. Not as heroic and satisfactory as previous games. All you
mainly do is being a pal to the young Suleiman, and make sure his uncle's plots wouldn't come to fruition.

Well, such is understandable though. Considering that Ezio is in his late fifties in this game, one shouldn't expect him to be the
young daredevil he once was. Still, he will see enough action for his time in Istanbul. The same mechanic of buying shops,
collecting weapons and recruiting young assassins to do your bidding still applies. Now you can go after rare books, rather than
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artworks; and you can send your assassins to different Mediterranean cities to take over and bring extra income. Oh, and there is
one major addition: from now on, we will familiarize ourselves with bombs! Be ready to meet Piri Reis and learn the basics of
bomb making from him. It hasn\u2019t been a revolutionary addition to mechanics for me, yet some might very well enjoy it.

Going back to the setting, Istanbul is a pleasing experience, alongside the chapter you\u2019ll be playing in Cappadocia. Yet,
the number of landmarks you can collect, and pieces of lore you can stumble upon is nothing compared to Rome. Setting might
have been glamorous with more investment. As it is, it is simply pleasing and different for the European audience. For me, meh.
It is heartwarming and enjoyable. Masterpiece? Nah, it would have been a masterpiece with more content.

Again, as the closing note: controls are way, way better. Various key combinations work properly this time. As a PC port, they
did a magnificent job this time. Reaction rate and the number of new maneuvers is simply perfect.. I'm fairly new to the shmup
genre. I used to play them back in the arcade days (80s and 90s) but just recently I've started checking a few out on PC. This
one looked like a lot of fun based on the procedurally generated stuff and the ship upgrades.

And it is. It moves a little too fast and it gets really hard really fast, even on easy, but I still like it. The weapons are interesting,
the graphics are nice, it's not too busy that you can't tell what's going on, and the upgrade and unlock system is really cool.

[Edit] The game was crashy after 20-30 minutes but it may be that I'm using a sound card. The developer provided a fix that
replaces the OpenAL DLL file and that seems to have solved the issue. I was real impressed at the quick response!

Out of the recent shmups I've picked up and started playing, so far this is the best of the bunch. The music reminds me a little of
Daft Punk and it has a really slick presentation. Thumbs up!

[Edit]
Still really enjoying this game. It's fun to pick up and play and shoot a few things. The upgrade system and randomization is a
blast, as well as unlocking new ships. It still gets hard pretty quick even on Easy, but it's just so smooth and fun!. You get to
shoot a bunch of stuff for 99 cents.. This game is quite nice. It definitely looks too much anime, but plays nice.

You comand a human colony on Mars and have to face of few types of enemies each coming with various ranks and gear.
As most XCOM/UFO it is divided to base comand and tactical comand.
On base comand you manage people and what they are doing (healing, training, building, researching etc). You have few
resources to manage.
On tactical level you take team to action in real-time with pause combat. Combat is quite detailed. Your troops have some
limited space for gear depending from armors you have, you have few weapon types (heavy, assault rifles, sniper rifles,
shortguns, etc). You can also build and operate drones which can mount an impresive amount of weapons (like up to 4 miniguns
/ rocket launchers) or be very tanky with like 80/90% resistance to all kinds of damage.
Tactical combat is nice up to the point when you start running into Beastmen Matriarchs as they have like 90% of dodge of
everything coming their way while packing masive guns themselves.

While training your squad you will create some classes of troops (some will learn to use heavy guns, some sniping and some will
learns to use explosives and repair/healing stuff).

This game is 5 years older than XCOM, so there is no cover, but your troops can hide behind terrain to ambush enemies (or be
ambushed), they can change stance to kneel or lie down to increase accurancy and reduce chance to be hit.

I can recommend to all waiting for XCOM2 to to get on some discount or a bit more bug-free.. If Arfenhouse was a video
game.. I enjoyed this game. The story was decent but feels rush...
btw, recommend this game to anyone who wants a quick game or to get easy achievements^^. I went into this game unsure- it
seemed like it might not have enough content, but I had $20 to blow and was ready to take the risk for a really stand out game.
The concept seemed really interesting, and I liked the idea of a diverse cast of high school girls.
I actually don't really want to write a bad review of this game because, there's a lot of potential. I hope the creators continue,
fine tune the art of the mini-game, and go on to create characters with greater depth and the player can actually feel an interest
in. But for $20 it's a big disappointment. The minigames are really boring and that's basically they're all you'll be doing. I think
it may have built up to more interesting storylines, but I was too bored to continue. The art, considering there's so little of it, is
really sub-par. There is also way too little strategy and long term planning in this game so I felt like I was meandering around. I
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felt the 20s era felt inauthentic and too based on stereotypes and slang- perhaps if the characters had a little more depth or
backstory it would feel truer to the period.
If you want a truly awesome dark, involving detective game involving high school girls I would recommend Black Closet. It's by
Hanako games, and though it is planned for Steam release soon (the creator is fine tuning it) it is currently available through
their website. Of if you simply like the fun of a brightly colored teen girl unraveling a mystery in a dangerous setting (and
possibly dying horribly) you'll love Hanako's Long Live the Queen on Steam. And no, I'm not affiliated in anyway with Hanako.
I just love their games and their nuanced portrayal of girls.
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